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ABSTRACT 
We show how the differentiable families of subspaces can be studied, from a 
geometrical point of view, by means of their representation as a differentiable 
mapping from the manifold of parameters M into the Grassmann manifold Grk,,, of 
all k-dimensional subspaces of K", and the consideration of principal bundles over 
Grk, ,, and M. In order to achieve this, first we present a survey of the topology, the 
differentiable structure and the bundle structure of Grk, ,,. In particular, we show that 
the topology induced by the gap metric is equivalent to the usual quotient opology. 
Second, we use these structures to prove two local characterizations of the differentia- 
bility of a family of subspaees, and we state that these characterizations can be 
globalized if M is contractible. Finally, we apply these properties to study the 
existence of global Jordan basis of class C ~. 
INTRODUCTION 
A family .Z~(t) of k-dimensional subspaces, differentiably parametrized, 
can be represented as a differentiable mapping from the manifold of parame- 
ters M in the Grassmann manifold Grk, n of all k-dimensional subspaces of 
K n. Our aim is to show how this representation, together with the considera- 
tion of principal bundles over Grk, n and M, can be used in order to study the 
local and global properties of these families and their applications. 
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In particular we state the existence of differentiable global bases for a 
differentiable family of subspaces, having constant dimension, provided that 
M is contractible [see (IV-2-3)]. In fact we prove in (IV-l-2) two local 
characterizations of such families: 
(1) the existence of differentiable ocal bases, 
(2) the local representation as the image of a fixed subspace by a 
differentiable family of invertible transformations. 
To globalize these properties, we use a general result about bundles 
(IV-2-1): any C r principal bundle over a contractible manifold is trivial. It 
generalizes the analogous result of [7] for continuous bundles [cf. (IV-2-2)], 
and a proof following its pattern will be published elsewhere. Therefore, the 
above local properties can be globalized [see (IV-2-3)], provided that the 
manifold M is contractible--in fact, whenever M is such that any C r 
principal bundle over it must be trivial. 
General results in this direction have been proved in [5] for the case of 
continuous families of subspaces parametrized on a compact subset of R". 
We remark that in [5] the contimfity is understood in the sense of the 
so-called "gap" metric. We prove in (I-3-2) that it is equivalent o the 
continuity with regard to the usual quotient topology in Grk, ,,. In fact, 
because of our construction, the properties in (IV-2-3) for the continuous 
case follow immediately from the mentioned result of [7]. 
Finally, as a application of (IV-2-3), in (V-2) we present a direct construc- 
tion of differentiable global Jordan bases. Thus, we have the following result 
about global similarity of class C": if A(t) and B(t) are two C r t~amilies of' 
complex matrices having a constant Jordan structure, and A(t) and B(t) are 
similar for every t ~ M, then there exists a C ~ family S(t) of invertible 
transformations such that 
A(t) = S(t) - lB(t)S(t)  forall t ~ M (,) 
provided that M is a contractible manifold. This result has been proved in [3] 
[of. (V-2-0)]. Also, in [2, Section 3.7] it is proved that (*)  holds for M a 
domain of R m Cr-diffeomorphic to R"'. 
In a forthcoming paper, we shall apply the same technique in order to 
obtain an analogous theorem about global block similarity of class Cr, for a 
C r family of pairs of matrices having constant Brunovsky type. 
In Sections (I), (II), and (III), we survey the topology of Gr k .... its 
differentiable structure, and the usual bundle structure over it, respectively. 
We include the proofs for the sake of completeness. 
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In (1-1) and (1-2) we recall the usual quotient opology in Grk,, and the 
"gap" metric, respectively. We prove in (1-2-6) that both topologies are 
equivalent. 
In (I1-1) we construct local sections over Grk,, by means of the choice of 
distinguished bases of the subspaces in suitable open sets. These local 
sections are used in (11-2) to define the usual differentiable coordinates in the 
Grassmann manifold. Also, these local sections are used in (Ill-2) and (111-3) 
to present he usual principal bundles over Grk,,,. Previously, in (III-1) we 
recall the definitions and the properties of differentiable bundles needed in 
the sequel. 
Section (IV) is devoted to the study of differentiable families of subspaces, 
by means of the above structures: in (IV-l) local properties, and in (IV-2) 
global ones. 
Finally, Section (V) contains the application to obtain global Jordan bases 
of class C ~. In (V-l) we recall the differentiability of the eigenvalues of a 
family of matrices having a constant Jordan type, differentiably parametrized 
on a simply connected manifold. In (V-2) we prove the existence of differen- 
tiable global Jordan bases for such families, provided that the manifold of 
parameters i  contractible. 
(0) NOTATION 
In what follows, K denotes R or C, (e  I . . . . .  e,) the standard basis of K n, 
and Grk,,, the set of k-dimensional subspaces of K n. If vt . . . . .  v s are vectors 
of K", then Iv 1 . . . .  , v s ] will denote the subspace spanned by them. 
We denote by Id the identity mapping, and by Id k the identity k-matrix. 
By a differentiable manifold, we mean a C r manifold, 0 ~< r ~< 0% or an 
analytic manifold. Also, by a differentiable map between two differentiable 
manifolds we mean a C r-morphism or an analytic map respectively. 
(I) TOPOLOGY IN Grk,,, 
(t-0) 
We shall recall the usual quotient opology in Grk, n. Often (see [6]), one 
considers in Grk,, the topology induced by the so-called "gap" metric. We 
shall prove that in fact the two topologies are equivalent. On the other hand, 
it is shown that the usual quotient opology is metrizable. 
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(I-1) The Grassmann Topology 
(1-1-1). We fix the following notation 
M,,xk(K) is the vector space of matrices having n rows and k columns, and 
with entries in K. 
II 11,2 is the usual norm in M,,xk(K) defined by IIAII,2 = fl(a])i, jfl2 = 
2 . 
M,*×k is the open subset of M,,×k(K) formed by the matrices A sueh that 
rankA =k,  k ~n.  
~,xk is the compact subset of M,,×~ formed by the matrices A such that 
A*A = Id k,where A* =X t. 
Gl(k) is the linear group of nonsingular matrices of Mk×k(K) 
(I-1-2). If A = (aj)l<i<.,,, i<.j<.k ~ M,,xk(K), we denote by aj the 
column vector (aJ . . . . .  a;*) t of K", 1 ~<j ~< k, and by [aj . . . . .  a k] the linear 
subspace spanned by these vectors a I . . . . .  a k. 
We consider the map ~- : M,,×~* ~ Grk. n defined by 
TrCA) = [a  1 . . . . .  ak]. 
If 7r(A) = L, we say that A is a matricial representation of the subspaee L. 
We will consider in Grk, ,, the final topology with regard to 7r, which will 
be called the Grassmann topology. Namely, ~" is a (gr-)open subset of Grk, ,, 
if and only if 7r-1(~/) is an open subset of M,*xk. 
(I-1-3). Obviously, 7r is surjective and continuous. Also, ~(A)  = 7r(B) 
if and only if B = AP for some P ~ Gl(k). Then if V is an open subset of 
M,*x k, we have 
U vP. 
P ~ c l (k  ) 
Hence, 7r(V) is an open subset of Gk,,,. 
Summarizing: 
PROPOSITION. Consider the Grassmann topology in Grk. ,,. 
(1) ~r is surjective, and if A ~ Mnx k then 
7r ' (~(A) )  = {AP; P ~ Gl(k)}. 
(2) 7r is continuous and open. 
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(I-1-4). We consider the diagram 
7r  
Mn x k ~ C'rk, n 
~,, x1< 
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where ~" is the restriction of rr to G,, × k, and GS(A) is the matrix obtained by 
the application of the Gram-Sehmidt orthonormalization method to the 
columns of A. So ~ o GS = rr. 
Obviously, ~ is surjective and continuous. 
(1-1-5). In addition: 
PROPOSITION. Let £1 be a topological space, and 
f :Grk , , ,  -+ f~. 
Then the foUowing conditions are equivalent: 
(1) f is continuous (with regard to the Grassmann topology). 
(2) f o ~ is continuous. 
(3) f o Tr is continuous. 
Proof. We have the commutative diagram 
M*x k ~ ~ Grk, ,, f ' ~ 
 1t/< 
Gnxk 
The equivalence (1) ** (2) follows from the definition of final topology. It is 
obvious that (2 )~ (3). Finally, it is easy to see that GS is continuous; 
therefore, (3) ~ (2). • 
(1-1-6). In order to prove that Grn, k is compact, we need the following 
LEMMA. The set 
A = {(A,  B) ~ M,*xk × M,*xklAe = BforsomeP ~ Gl(k)} 
is closed in M* x k × M, x k. 
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Proof. Observe that 
A = {(A, B) ~ M,*×k × M,*xklrank (A B) = k} 
and this condition is described by polynomial equations tating that eveu 
k + 1 minor o f (A  B) is zero (of course, the rank is always at least k for such 
a matrix, and so saying it has rank k is the same as saying it has rank less than 
k + 1, which is a closed condition). • 
(I-1-7). Now, we can prove 
PROPOSITION. Gk,,, is a compact space (with regard to the Grassmann 
topology). 
Proof. Since Grk.,, = ~(~,xk) ,  and ~,x~ is compact, it is snfficient o 
prove that the Grassmann topology is Haussdorf 
Let L # N be two different points of Gr k .... and A, B some respective 
matricial representation. According to (I-1-3), 7 r (A)# 7r(B) implies (A, 
B) ~ A, with the notation of the above lemma. Since k is closed, there are 
open neighborhoods X~, V B such that (V A × Vl~) n A = Q. Hence, again by 
(I-1-3), 7r(V a) and ~'(V B) are disjoint open sets containing 7r(A) = L and 
rr(B) = N respectively. • 
(I-2) The Gap Metric 
(1-2-1). I f  L, N ~ Gr k .... the gap distance between them is defined as 
O(L ,  N)  = IIn,, - HNII, 
where HE, I lx are the orthogonal projections on L and N respectively, and 
the norm I1" II is 
I l f (x ) l l  
Ilfll = s u p -  - sup  I l f (x ) l ]  
~o Ilxl[ l lxl l=l 
for any endomorphism f of K". 
(I-2-2). In fact, ® can be defined between subspaces of distinct dimen- 
sions. But the proof of the following proposition shows that ]llI L - I I  N l] = 1 
for any L, N with dim L =~ dim N. 
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(I-2-3). We recall some properties of the gap metric. 
PROPOSITION [1, Section 13-1]. If L, N ~ Grk.,,, then 
(1) one has 
®(L,N)  = max( sup d(x ,N) ,  sup d(x ,L ) ) ,  
Ilxll = 1 Ilxll= l
x~L x~N 
where d(x, N)  = infy  E ~TIIx ~ yL[; 
(2) ®(L •, N •) = ~)(L, , ,  ); 
(3) O(L ,N)~ 1, and 
®(L,N)  <1 ~ EVEN±={0} ¢* C"=L~N'=L•~N.  
(1-2-4). Note that if we denote by B I(N) [B l( N)] the open [closed] ball 
of radius 1 and center N, property (3) of the above proposition can be written 
as follows: 
B~(N) =Grk, ., 
B~(N) = {L ~ Grk ,,I K"  = L • N • }. 
(1-2-5). In order to prove that the topology induced by the gap metric is 
equivalent to the Grassmann topology, we shall need the following well-known 
result: Let f be an endomorphism of K", and A its matrix in the standard 
basis of K % Then 
Ilfl[ ~ II AbLe ~ ffaffk-f IIf[I. 
(1-2-6). Finally, we shall prove the announced equivalence of topologies: 
THEOR~;M. The topology in Grk• ,, induced by the gap metric coincides 
with the Grassmann topology. 
Proof. Let us denote by (Gr k n)-r and (Gr k n)gap respectively the space 
Grk, . with the Grassmann topology and with the topology induced by the gap 
metric. Since (Grk, .)gr is compact, it is sufficient o prove that 
Id: (Grk, n)gr -") (Grk, n)gap 
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is continuous, or, because of (I-1-5), that 
~:  ~,×k -+ (Grk.,,)~q, 
is continuous. 
Let A, B ~ G,,×k. We denote by A~ (B,,) the endomorphism of K" 
whose matrix on the standard basis is A (B). 
I f  L = ~-(A), N = ~-(B), the matrices of the orthogonal projectors II L 
and [1 N on the standard basis of K" are AA t and BB', respectively; 
therefore 
O(~(A) ,~(B) )  = O(Z ,  N)  = IIgI,~ - n~,ll = I IA~A' , ,  - B, ,B~I I  
= II A~( At,, - B~) + ( A~ - B,)  Bat II 
IIA.II II A'(, - B~[I + I IA. - B.II IIB~II 
IIAII_~IIA - BII~ + IIA - BI[2JlBII2 < 2v~-IIA - BII2. 
This implies that ~" is gap-continuous. 
(II) D IFFERENTIABLE  STRUCTURE IN Grk.,, 
(II-O) 
We recall the usual differentiable structure in the Grassmann manifold 
Gr~ .... constructed by means of local sections of the map rr. These sections 
will also be used in the next section to get the bundle structure over Grk.,,. 
(II-1) Local Sections of rr : M,*×k --* Gr~.,, 
(II-1-1). We introduce the following notation. Let A ~ M,,×k(K). If 
I = (i~ . . . . .  i k) is a family of integers such that 1 4 i  1 < "" < i  k ~<n, we 
denote by A I the submatrix of A formed by the rows i l . . . . .  i~. Also, I o will 
denote the remainder of the row indices, and A t'' the suhmatrix of A formed 
by these rows, in the same order. 
(1I-1-2). With the above notation, we define V 1 as 
v, = {a ~ V,*x~ldet a'  * 0}. 
Obviously, the set {VI) 1 is an open covering of M,*×k. 
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(1I-I-3). Now, we define 
~/1 = 7r(V,) c Grk.,, 
because of ( I - i -3),  and then we have 
PROPOSITION. With the above notation: 
(1) the set {~1}t is an open covering of Grk, ,,; 
(2) ~ l (~ , )  = %; 
(3) 7r I : V t --* ~'I is continuous and open (where Ir I denotes the restriction 
of Tr to %). 
(II-1-4). In fact, the open sets ~'t have a clear geometric interpretation: 
PROPOSITION. With the above notation (see also (I-2-4)): 
~', = (L  E Grk,,, K n = L @ tel, . . . . .  ei,] ±} : B l ( teh,  . . . .  eik]), 
where (e I . . . . .  e , )  is the standard basis of K", 
The proof  is straightforward. 
(II-1-5). Finally, we define the desired sections ~r I of 7r: 
PROPOSITION. Let I, ~/I, and V t be as above. 
(1) There is a continuous ection of 7r, 
o-i : ~ l  ~ V , ,  
defined by the conditions 
r roo"  t = Id, (~h(L ) ) '  = Idk, 
that is to say, %(L)  is the unique matricial representation A of L such that 
A t = Id k. 
(2) If  B ~ V~ is any matricial representation of L ~ ~,  then 
o ' , (L )  = o ' , ( r r (B ) )  = B(B ' )  -1 
Proof. Let L ~ ~/t. It is clear that [B (B I ) -~]  ~ = Id k for any matficial 
representation of  L in V 1. 
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For  the uniqueness, let A, A'  be such that 7r(A) = ~-(A')  = L, A t = 
A '1= Id k. From the first condition, it follows that A = A'P for some 
P ~ Gl(k); in particular A I=  (A't)P.  And the second condition implies 
p = Id k. 
Finally, according to (I-1-5), we must prove the continuity of the 
composition 
"/T Orl 
Vt-~ ~Z1-, V, 
But we have seen that (o" 1 o 7r)(B) = B(B l) ~. 
(11-2) Differentiable Structure in Gk,,, 
(1I-3-1). With the notation in (II-1), for each ~'i we define 
9i :~'I ~ M(. k)×k 
as 9 I (L )  = [~r~(L)] t''. That is to say, if A is the unique matrix A such that 
7r(A) = L and A t = Id k, then 9 I (L )  = A 1'' is the submatrix of A obtained 
by eliminating the rows i 1 . . . . .  i k. 
(H-2-2). 
PROPOSITION. The pairs' {~/i, ~Pt}l define a structure of differentiable 
manifold of dimension k(n - k) in Grk, ,. 
Proof. We know that {~dt}  is an open covering of Gk, ,,. 
It is easy to check that 9t is bijective. In fact, if X ~ M(,,_k)xk, then 
9I~(X)  = 7r(A), where A is defined by A t = Id k, A I° = X. 
Clearly 91 and 9[  1 are continuous. 
Finally, if ~'t A ~/j 4= 0 ,  the map 
h,j = 9jo 9, 1 9,(~/, • ~zj) --, 9j(~z, n eej) 
is differentiable because h i j (X )  = AJ"(AJ) t, where A is defined by A I = 
Id k and A I '  = X, as above. • 
(11-2-3). Gk,,, ~4th this differentiable structure will be called the 
Grassmann manifold. 
(11-2-4). Obviously, the sections o" z are differentiable with regard to this 
structure. 
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(I I I)  BUNDLE STRUCTURES OVER Gk.,, 
(III-0) It is easy to prove, by means of the local sections o" t constructed 
~g in (II-1), that 7r : Mnx k ~ Grk. n is a differentiable bundle over Grk.,,. Also, 
it is useful to consider the bundle Gl(n) ~ Grk, ,, 
First, we recall some definitions and elementary properties about 
differentiable bundles. 
(III-1) Differentiable Bundles 
(111-1-1). Let E, M be a differentiable manifold, and 7r :E  ~ M a 
surjective differentiable map. Then Ir is called a differentiable bundle if the 
following "local triviality" is verified: For every t ~ M, there is an open 
neighborhood ~" of t in M and a diffeomorphism 6 such that the diagram 
E D 7r-l(~Z) 
MD~"  
, ~ /× 7r- l ( t )  
comlnutes .  
E is called the total space, M the base space, and 7r l(t) the fiber of 
t ~ M. Notice that all fibers are diffeomorphic: r r - l ( t  ') ~ {t'} x ~'- l (t) .  
We say that the bundle is trivial if ~z = M. 
(III-1-2). A morphism between two differentiable bundles 7r : E ~ M 
and ~r': E '  ~ M'  is a pair of differentiable maps f :  M'  ~ M, f :  E '  ~ E 
such that f o 7r' = ~ of.  I f  f , f  are diffeomorphisms, one says that the 
bundles are diffeomorphic. 
(III-1-3). With the notation of (I I I- l-1), a local section over ~" is a 
differentiable map o" : ~' ~ ~.-1(~,) such that ~" o or = Id. For example, 
o ' ( t ' )  = ~b-l(t ' , (x0 ) for any fixed x 0 ~ ~" l(t). 
I f  the bundle is trivial, there exists a global section or : M ~ E, Ir o 
o-= Id. 
(III-1-4). Let ~:E  ~ M be a differentiable bundle, M '  a differ- 
entiable manifold, and f :  M'  ~ M a differentiable map. The pullback of 
¢r :E --~ M under f :  M '  --~ M is the differentiable bundle defined by 
means of 
f * (  E) = {(t ' ,  x) ~ M' X El~r( x ) =f ' ( t ' )} ,  
f * (~ ' )  : f * (E )  --~ M' ,  where f * ( I r ) ( t ' ,  x) = t' .  
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We have the commutative diagram 
f 
f * (E )  , E 
.r 1" 
M' >M 
(II-1-5). Now, let Y be a Lie group, i.e., a group (with unit 1) having a 
differentiable structure such that the maps (g, g ' )  ~ gg'  and g ~ g 1 are 
differentiable. By a differentiable (right) g-action on a manifold E we mean 
a differentiable map (-): E X Y ~ E such that x - (gg ' )  = (x -g ) .g '  and 
x • 1 = 1. The action is called effective (or free) if x • g = x implies g = 1. 
For example, let X be a closed subgroup of Gl(n). Then S • H = SH and 
S -H  = H-1S are effective differentiable ~-actions of Gl(n). 
(III-1-6). Let f :  E -~ E'  be a differentiable map between two inani- 
folds having a differentiable Y-action. Then f is called equivariant if 
f (x 'g )  =f (x ) .g  for all x ~ E, g ~Y.  
It is easy to prove that if f is bijeetive, then f -  l is also equivariant. 
(III-1-7). Let ~- : E ~ M be a differentiable bundle, together with an 
effective differentiable Y-action on E. I f  ~ is any open subset of M, 
consider in ~/× Y the effective differentiable Y-action defined by (t, g) -  
g '  = (t, gg '). Then it is called a (differentiable) principal Y-bundle if: 
(i) For every t ~ M, its fiber is an orbit: 
7r - l ( t )  = {Xo'glg E Y, X 0 any ~]xed point of 77" l ( t )} .  
(In particular, it is diffeomorphic to Y.) 
(ii) For every t ~ M, there is an equivariant local trivialization, that is to 
say, there is an open neighborhood g /o f  t and a diffeomorphism 
~0 
7r - l (~  ')  --, X," x Y 
over ~" such that ~(x)  = (Tr(x), g) ~ ~O(x .g ' )  = (~r(x), gg'). 
Notice that the hypothesis of effectiveness of the Y-action follows in fact 
from (ii). 
We remark that an analogous definition is possible with regard to the 
Y-action on ~" x Y defined by (t, g) .  g '  = (t, (g ' )  lg). Then, condition (ii) 
becomes tp(x) = (Tr(x), g) ~ ~(x "g ' )  = (¢r (x ) , (g ' ) - lg ) .  
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(III-1-8). With the notation of (11I-1-2), by a morphism between princi- 
pal if-bundles we mean a morphism between bundles satisfying the addi- 
tional requirement that f be equivariant: f (x '  • g) =f (x ' ) 'g .  
(111-1-9). With the notation of (III-1-4), it is easy to prove that if 
7r: E ~ M is a principal if-bundle, then the pullback f * (~- ) : f * (E )  --* M '  
is also a principal if-bundle, and f is equivariant. 
(111-1-10). For principal bundles the converse of (111-1-3) is also true. In 
other words, a principal bundle is trivial if and only if it has a global section. 
(111-2) The Principal Bundle M, × k ~ Gk, n 
(111-2-1). We consider in M~*×k the Gl(k)-action A • P = AP. Also, if 
is an open subset of Grk. ., we consider in ~/× Gl(k) the Gl(k)-action 
(L, P )P '= (L, PP'). It is immediate that both are differentiable and 
effective. 
(111-2-2). 
PROPOSITION. The mapping 7r : M,, x k ~ Grk, ,,, together with the actions 
in (III-2-1), is a principal Gl(k )-bundle 
Proof. We know that the fibers are Gl(k) [cf. (I-1-3)]. 
For any ~'i, we consider the following commutative diagram: 
where 
M,*×k ~ V I = 7r-1(~'i) ~ ~'t × Gl(k) 
Grk, ,, D~I  
qtt( A) = (Tr( A), At), 
O~( L, P) = o-~( L)P. 
Since o- 1 and ~- are differentiable, it is clear that the maps ~O t and O I are also 
differentiable. 
It is immediate that ~01 is equivariant: ~I(AP)= (Tr(AP),(AP) t) = 
(Tr( A), AIP) = (Tr( A), AI)P = ~t( A)e. 
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Finally, 
(0io ~1)( A) = o,(Tr( A)) " A' = A( A I) -1 A1 = A ,  
( ~Jil.~i)( L, P) = (71"(o"/( L)P) , (o ' I (L )P) ' )  
= IO] 'p)  = ( L, p) .  
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(III-3) The Principal Bundle Gl(n) ~ Grk,, 
(III-3-1). Let L 0 ~ Grk, ,,. I f  A is a matricial representation of L 0 and 
S ~ Gl(n), the subspace 7r(SA) does not depend on the choice of A. We 




"n": Gl (n)  ~ Grk.,, 
by rr ' (S)  = SL o. 
In particular, if L 0 ~ fit, then 7r'(S) = ¢r(Str1(Lo)). Therefore: 
or' is differentiable. 
From now onwards, we shall assume that L o = [e 1 . . . . .  e k ], so 
= [s ,  . . . . .  s , ] ,  
where s 1,... , s k are the first k vector colmnns of S. 
Denote byYthe  fiber of L0, that is to say, the subset of Gl(n) formed by 
the matrices leaving L 0 fLxed: 
Y.d= ~" - l (Lo )  = {H ~ GI(n) IHL o = Lo} 
= {(P  C)p~GI (k ) ,Q~GI (n -k )}  
0 p 
LEMMA. With the above notation: 
(i) or' is surjective, and if zr'(S) = L then 
or' ' (L )  = S~= {SHIH ~2F}. 
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(ii) 7r ' -1(~'i)  = {S ~ Gl(n)ldet(s 1. . . . .  sk) t ~ 0}. That is to say, 
7r' - l (~ t) is the subset of matrices S ~ Gl(n) such that the submatrix formed 
by its first k columns and rows i 1 . . . . .  i k is a k × k invertible matrix. 
Proof. (i): Obviously, 7r' is surjective. And 
~' - I (L )  = {T ~ G l (n ) lTLo  = sLo} 
= {r  ~ Cl(n)lS-~TLo = L0} 
= (r  ~ C l (n ) lS lT  ~ = 
(ii) is straightforward. • 
(III-3-3). In Gl(n) we consider the ,U-action S • H = SH. Also, if g/ is 
an open subset of Grk,,,, we consider in g /XX(  the Xg-action (L, H)H'  = 
(L, (H ' ) - IH) .  Obviously, both are differentiable and effective. 
(III-3-4). We define local sections of 7r' as 
~; : ~e, - ,  ~ ' - i (~e , )  c C l ( , , ) ,  ¢;  = s ,o  ~, ,  
where s~ : V t ~ 7r' 1(~' I) is defined by means of 
s~(A) = (A IB) ,  (B ' )  = O, (B )  '° = Id,,_ k. 
Obviously 
LEMMA. With the above notation: 
(i) or[ is differentiable; 
(ii) 7r'o o-i' = Id. 
(111-3-5). As a corollary, Grk, ,, is diffeomorphic to the homogeneous 
manifold GI(n)/X<. 
(Ili-3-6). Finally, we have: 
PROPOSITION. The mapping 7r' :  Gl(n) ~ Grk, n, together with the 
actions in (III-3-2), is a principal ~-bundle. 
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Proof. For any if1, we consider the following commutative diagram: 
o; 
Gl(n) D 7r'- 1(~'1) ~ ~'i ×~ 
Grk. n D ~// 
where 
o;(s) = (~'(s), s-l,~;(~'(s))), 
O[(L, H) = o'{(L)H 1. 
Since o'i' and 7r' are differentiable mappings, it is clear that the maps O[ and 
O[ are also clifferentiable. 
From these definitions, it follows immediately that they commute with 
the projections over ~'i. Also, it follows that O[ and O[ are equivariant. 
Finally, 
(O;o ~,;)(s) = o; (~- ' ( s ) ,  s - lo - / (~- ' ( s ) ) )  = s,  
( 0; oO[)( L, H) = O[(o'[( L)H -1) 
= (~,( o-;(L)H-*), H( o-;( L))-*,~;(~'( o-;(L) W 1))) 
= (L, Ho[(L)=I(o'[(L))) = (L, H). 
(IV) DIFFERENTIABLE FAMILIES OF SUBSPACES 
(w-o) 
We are going to consider some differentiable families of subspaees of 
constant dimension--that is to say, C r or analytic maps from a differentiable 
manifold into Grk,,,. In particular, this includes the continuous families of 
subspaces, when r = O. [We recall from Section (I) that the continuity with 
regard to the usual Grassmann topology is the same as with regard to the gap 
metric.] 
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First, two local characterizations of the differentiability of such a family 
will be proved: 
(i) the existence of differentiable ocal bases; 
(ii) the local representation as the image of a fixed subspace by a 
differentiable family of invertible transformations of K". 
Also we announce that these local properties can be extended to the 
parameter manifolds if they are contractible. The proof will be published 
elsewhere. 
(IV-l) Local Characterizations of Differentiable Families of Subspaces 
(IV-1-1). Let M be a differentiable manifold. By a family of k-subspaces 
of Kn parametrized on M we mean a map .~:  M ~ Grk. n. 
If it is differentiable, that is to say C r (0 <~ r <~ oo) or analytic, we write 
,~_7_~' / (M,  Grk.,,). Analogously, we shall write ~.7.~i/Z(M, Gl(n)), ~ ' / '  
(M, K"), etc. 
(w-1-2). 
THEOnEM. Let M be a differentiable manifold, and .oct: M --* Grk,,, a 
family of subspaces parametrized on M. Then the following conditions are 
equivalent: 
(i) .~ ~_~i , / (M,  Grk, ,). 
(ii) For every t o ~ M there is an open neighborhood Wto of t o in M, 
together with k maps v i ~i / (Wt0 ,  Kn), 1 <~ i <~ k, such that {vl(t) . . . . .  
vk(t)} is a basis of Sa(t) for all t ~ Wto. 
(iii) For every t o ~ M there is an open neighborhood Wto of t o in M, 
together with a map ~o ~ '~ ' / (Wto '  Gl(n)), such that 
-,~(t) =~t0(t) .~(t0)  foraU t ~ Wto. 
Proof. (i) ,~, (ii): Assume that (i) is verified. Let ~'i be such that 
-~(t0) ~ g/t, and Wto =Sa-l(~'i). To obtain (ii), it is sufficient to take 
vl(t) . . . . .  vk(t), the column vectors of o'1(.~(t)) for every t ~ Wt0. 
Conversely, let A(t) be the matrix having vl(t) . . . . .  vk(t) as columns. 
Then A ~ ~t ' / (Wto  , M*×k), and S a = ~r o A in Wto. 
(i) ** (iii): Analogously, if (i) is verified, let ~'I be such that .7(tQ 
~I and Wto =,~1(~i ) .  Then we take J~(t) = cr1'(.~(t)) and S~t ° =S'~(t) 
[~,~(t0)] -1 for every t ~ Wto. 
The converse is immediate by virtue of (111-3-1). • 
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(IV-I-3). 
REMARK. In the above proof we have used both bundles (III-2-2) and 
(III-3-6) over Grk,,, in a similar way. In fact, it is easy to show the 
equivalence (ii) ~ (iii), so that either of these bundles is sufficient o prove 
the theorem. 
(1V-1-4). In the above conditions, we say that v~(t) . . . . .  v~(t) is a 
differentiable local basis of the family 2 .  
(1V-1-5). As an application: 
PROPOSITION. Let ~ ~ ' /g (m,  GrL,,,), 1 ~< i ~< 2, be two families ~f 
subspaces uch that .~l(t) c.~2(t) for all t ~ m. Then there exists a family 
~ ~[(m,  Gr~_ ~. ,,) such that 
=.~(t )  ±~(t )  forall  t ~ M. 
Proof. Write k = k 2 - -  k 1. We define ~:  M --* Gr~. ,, by 
~( t )  =.~¢'l(t) ±~2( t ) .  
Since K" =.Z~l(t)~.Z~l(t) ±, it is clear that dim ~( t )= k and .Z~l(t)(~ 
2( t )  = {0}. 
To prove the differentiability of Y,  we shall apply part (ii) of the theorem 
in (IV-I-2). According to this, if t 0 ~ M, there exist differentiable ocal bases 
2 K ' )  v, . . . . .  vk, ~ ' / (Wt~,  K") of 21 and w I . . . . .  wko ~ 5~)d(Wt, ,, o f~ 2. 
By eliminating within the family (vl(t o) . . . . .  vk~(tt~), wl(t 0) . . . . .  wk,(to)) the 
vectors w(t  o )s  which depend linearly on the preceding ones, we have a basis 
(v~(t 0) . . . . .  vL(t0), u:j,(t 0) . . . . .  wj~(t0)) of ~( t0) .  Then, in some neighbor- 
hood W,0 of to, (v~(t) . . . . .  Vka(t), wj(t) . . . . .  wj~(t)) is a basis of-~2(t). If we 
apply Gram-Schmidt to this family, we get 
(v l ( t )  . . . . .  vk,(t),  wj~, . . . .  wA(t ) ) ,  
so that ~j~ . . . . .  ~j~ is a differentiable ocal basis of 2 .  
(w-1-6). 
EXAMPLES. 
(1) In particular, if 2 ~ ' /U(M,  Grk,,,) , then .~± ~,.~/U(M, Gr,,_k.,,). 
(2) If A ~ i / - f (m,  M,,×,n(K)) such that rank A(t) = k for all t ~ M, 
then locally one can choose k columns of A(t) so that they form a basis of 
Im A(t). Hence, hn A ~.~f (M,  Grk,,,). 
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(3) In the conditions of (2), since Ker A(t) = [Im A(t)*] ±, we have 
Ker A ~_~' f (M,  Gr(n k), ,)" 
(4) From the above examples, it follows that if ,Z~ 1~5~' f (M,  Grk~,,,), 
.~  ~2 i /4 (M,  Grk~ ,,), and dim[Sel(t) +.~2(t)] = k for all t ~ M, then 
-~ +-~2 ~-~f (M,  Grk, ,,) and .~ (35a9 ~i /g (M,  Grk, +k2 k, ,,). 
(IV-2) Global Properties fi~r a Contractible Space of Parameters 
(IV-2-O). In the following, we assume that M is a contractible real 
manifold of class C r. 
(IV-2-1). We have the following fundamental result, whose proof will be 
published elsewhere. 
PROPOSITION. If M is a contractible real manifold of class C r, any C ~ 
principal bundle over M is trivial. 
(w-2-2). 
REMARK. For continuous principal bundles, [7] shows that they are 
trivial over any contractible paracompact topological space: see p. 52, 10.3; 





(i) There exist k maps v i ~ Cr(M, Kn), 1 <~ i <~ k, such that 
{vl(t) . . . . .  vk(t)} is a basis of .~(t)  for every t ~ M. 
(ii) There exists a map S~ ~ Cr(M, Gl(n)) and a k-subspace L ~ Grk,,, 
such that 
If M is contractible, the properties in (IV-1-2) can be 
Let M be a contractible C r manifold, and ~ ~ C r( M, Grk, ,,). 
2( t )  =~(t )L  for every t ~ M. 
In particular, ~c/e(t) =S~(t)SP(to)-lSa(to) f r all t, t o ~ M. 
Proof. (i): Since (M,* x k, 7r, Grk, ,) is a principal Gl(k)-bundle [el. (III-2- 
2)], the bundle (.2~*(M*x k), _~*Tr, M) induced by pullback under .2~ is also a 
principal Gl(k)-bundle [cf. (1II-1-9)]. Hence, by virtue of (IV-2-1) and 
(III-1-3), there exists a global section ~. Therefore, we have the following 
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.~*(M*×k) s M,*×~ 
L¢ 
M ~ Grk,,,  
Then it is sufficient to take Vl ( t )  . . . . .  vk ( t ) ,  the column vectors of ~(~t ) .  
(ii): The proof is analogous to the one in (i), using the bundle (111-3-6) 
instead of (111-2-2): 
2*(G l (n ) )  , e l ( , , )  
M ~ Grk, n 
Then, we take S'~=..~ 'o ~ '  and L = [e 1 . . . . .  ek], where (ej . . . . .  e,,) is the 
standard basis of K". • 
(w-2-4) 
REMARK. As we have remarked in (IV-I-3), it is possible to prove 
(i) ~ (ii) directly, so that only one of the bundles is necessary: 
( i )  ~ (ii): Because of the example in (IV-1-6-1) and part (i), there exists 
vk+ l . . . . .  v,, ~ Cr (M,  K" )  such that {vk+ l(t) . . . . .  v,,(t)} is a basis of ~( t )  ± 
for all t ~ M. Then it is sufficient to take L = [e~ . . . . .  ek] and SP(t) the 
invertible matrix having as columns vl(t)  . . . . .  vk ( t ), v k + l( t ) . . . . .  v,,( t ). 
(ii) ~ (i): I f  {v ° . . . . .  v~} is any basis of L, then v i ( t )  =~(t ) (v [ ' ) ,  1 ~< 
i ~< k, verifies (ii). 
(w-2-5). 
EXAMPLE. Because of (IV-1-5) and (IV-2-3), if M is a contractible 
manifold and ~ ~ Cr(M, GrL, ,,), 1 ~< i ~< 2, such that S'~(t) c~c~2(t) for all 
t ~ M, then there exists v~ . . . . .  v k ~ Cr (M,  K" ) ,  where k = k 2 - k l, such 
that 
..~(t) =-~l ( t )  • [v , ( t )  . . . . .  ,~( t ) ]  for all t ~ M 
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(V) GLOBAL SIMILARITY OF CLASS C r 
(v-o) 
Finally we apply the above result to construct global differentiable Jordan 
bases for a differentiable family of matrices, having a constant Jordan type, 
parametrized on a contractible manifold. 
(V-l) Diff erentiability of the Eigenvalues 
(V-1-1). Let M be a Cr-manifold and A ~ Cr(M, M,,(C)), that is to 
say, A(t) is a family of n-square complex matrices, parametrized by t ~ M, 
and of class C ~. 
The family A(t) is said to have constant Jordan type if the number of 
distinct eigenvalues and the list of sizes of Jordan blocks corresponding to
different eigenvalues are independent of t. 
(V-1-2). 
PROPOSITION. Let M be a simply connected C r ITganifold, and A 
Cr(M, M,(C)) having a constant Jordan type. Then: 
(i) There exist A 1 . . . . .  A s E Cr(M, C) such that Al(t) . . . . .  A~(t) are the 
s distinct eigenvalues of A(t), for every t ~ M. 
(ii) The respective algebraic multiplicities m 1 . . . . .  m s of these eigenvalues 
are constant. 
Proof. For (i) see for example [8, Theorem 5.13.a, p. 134]. Then (ii) 
follows from the semicontinuity of the multiplicities of the roots of a 
continuously parametrized polynomial (as in [2, Section 2.1]). • 
(V-1-3). 
REMARK. In fact, the existence of continuous A 1 . . . . .  A~ giving the 
distinct eigenvalues of A is trivial. Then the Arnold canonical form of a 
differentiable family of matrices (cf. [1]) shows that A 1 . . . . .  A s are of class C r 
and with locally constant multiplicities. 
(V-2) Global Similarity of Class C ~ 
(V-2-O). As stated in the introduction, the following theorem has been 
proved by R. M. Guralnick. The main point is that finitely generated 
projective modules over the ring of C r functions on M are free; thus [3, 
5.5(c)] can be applied. 
The proof of [3, 6.1] for the continuous case uses the correspondence 
between vector bundles and finitely generated projective modules, and the 
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triviality of continuous vector bundles over a contractible space [7, p. 29, 4.8]; 
then, the differentiable case is derived by means of an approximation 
theoreln. 
From our geometrical point of view, we apply (IV-2-3) to construct 
differentiable global bases of the subspaces which appears in the usual Jordan 
decomposition. In fact, the local case can be derived directly from the 
geometric descriptions of a family of subspaces in (IV-l), and the globaliza- 
tion follows from the triviality of differentiable principal bundles (IV-2-1). 
(V-2-1). Now we assume that M is contractible, so that (IV-2) can be 
applied. 
TItEOREM. Let M be a contractible C' man~ld, and A ~ C ~( M, M,,(C)) 
having a constant Jordan type. Then there exists' S ~ Cr( M, Gl(n)) ,such that 
S(t)-~A(t)S(t) is'a Jordan matrix for all t Em.  
Pro@ Let h 1 . . . . .  h~. and n h . . . . .  m~ be as in the above lemma. Let us 
consider the families of subspaces 
~( t )  = Ker [A( t )  - Ai(t) I ]  n, 1 <~ i <~ s, t E M. 
Clearly, for every t ~ M, dim .£°/(t) = mi, and vectors of distinct subspaces 
are linearly independent. Hence 
C" =~l ( t )  • ... e .2~(t ) ,  t ~ M.  
Moreover, the fiamilies ~c'~i(t) are of the class C ~ [c£ (IV-1-6)]. Then by virtue 
of (IV-2-3) there exists global bases of 2 / ( t )  of class C". If P(t) is a matrix 
having as cohmms these bases of ~qP~(t) . . . . .  2~(t), we obtain that P 
C~(M, Gl(n)), and 
A(t) = P(t ) - '  A(t )P(t )  = Diag(A,(t)  . . . . .  A , ( t ) ) ,  
where Ai • Cr(M, M,,,(C)), and Ai(t) has a unique eigenvalue hi(t). Now, 
it is sufficient o apply the fbllowing lemma. 
(V-2-2). 
LEMMA. Let M be a contractible C ~ man~ld, A ~ C'(M, M,(C)) 
having constant Jordan type, and A ~ Cr(M,C)  ,such that A(t) is an 
eigenvalue of A(t) with multiplicity m for every t ~ M. Then there exists a C ~ 
family , f  Jordan bases of the family of subspaces Ker[ A(t) - Mt)I]". 
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Proof. It is sufficient to adapt the standard construction of Jordan 
chains, by recurrence over its length, in decreasing order. The key point is 
that (IV-2-5) ensures the existence of a C r family of generators of the new 
chains in every step. 
So, let 
T( t )  = A( t )  - A(t ) / ,  
Nj(t) = Ker T( t )  j, 
nj = dim Nj(t) 
for every t ~ M, 1 ~<j ~< n. Let a be such that 
Nl(t  ) c N2(t ) c ... c N~(t) = N~+,(t) . . . . .  Nn(t ). 
By virtue of (IV-2-5) there exist vl(t) . . . . .  v,,._,,._ ~(t) of class C r such that 
X~(t)  = N~_ 1 @ [v l ( t  ) . . . . .  Vn _,,~_,(t)] , t ~ M. 
As in the standard case, it is easy to prove that 
v1(t ) . . . . .  v ,_ , , . _ , ( t ) ,  T ( t ) (v l ( t ) )  . . . . .  T ( t ) (v , , _ , .  t(t)) 
are linearly independent. Hence, again (IV-2-5) ensures the existence of 
v,,°_,,~_,+l(t) . . . . .  v,,o _,,o ~[t) of class C r such that 
No ,(t)  = No_ (t) . . . . .  . . . .  ( t ) ) ]  
e[Go_ , ,  ° ,+ , ( t )  . . . . .  v,,o_, ,,o_~(t)] 
Following this pattern, a family of Jordan bases of class C r of N~(t) is 
obtained. • 
We thank the referee for  his valuable suggestions, and in particular for  a 
simplification of  the proof of (I-1-6). 
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